Whole World is a Single Flower 2014
Flower, Fruit and Don't Know Seeds
October 16-28th, 2014
The 2014 WWSF Conference will be held in Korea and coincides with 10th
anniversary of Zen Master Seung Sahn's passing into nirvana. The activities and
workshops of the conference will focus on the legacy of Zen Master Seung Sahn's
teaching and how it manifests in our lives and practice.
The dates of the conference have been set and a tentative schedule is as follows
(event details have yet to be finalized):
Oct. 16: Arrive in Korea
Oct. 17: Visit Hwagyesa, to pay respects to Zen Master Seung Sahn, visit Sudeoksa,
greet Seol Chung Kun Sunim (Head Zen Master of Sudeoksa), visit Jeonghyesa
(Sudeoksa Meditation Hall) where our school's sunims have practiced.
Oct. 18-19: Whole World is a Single Flower Conference (Main Event) at Magoksa
Buddhist Cultural Center, visit Magoksa, visit Buyeongam (Zen Master Seung Sahn's
enlightenment place)
Oct. 20: 10th Anniversary Ceremony of Zen Master Seung Sahn's Passing into
Nirvana at Mu Sang Sa
Oct. 20-23rd: Events at a resort along the East Sea, one day touring temples in
Seoraksan National Park during the fall changing of the leaves, one relaxed
scheduled day in the Hot Springs resort
Oct. 23-25th: Visit Tongdosa (the Buddha Jewel Temple of Korea), visit Unmunsa (a
training and meditation temple for nuns), visit Seoknamsa (a famous nun
meditation temple). All three temples are places where our school's sunims have
trained and practiced.
Oct. 25th: Return to Seoul
Oct. 26th: Seon Workshop at Seoul National University, an opportunity for our
school's practitioners and teachers to share their experiences and practice together
with the young people of Korea.
Oct. 27th: Free day for sightseeing, shopping and relaxing in Seoul
Oct. 28th: Departure for home countries

Because the details of the schedule are not yet finalized, only a preliminary cost
estimate is available. At this point, the cost of the whole trip for one person,
excluding airfare, is:
$1,300 USD or 1,000 Euros
This cost includes room, meals, transportation and fees.
The 10th anniversary of Zen Master Seung Sahn's passing is an important time. It is
a time for us to honor our roots and continue to grow and bear fruit as a Sangha.
Keeping this in mind, WWSF 2014 includes both events enabling us to pay respects
to our founding teacher and those designed to allow time for participants to interact
with each other in a relaxed setting. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to
participate in this special event.
As details are updated, information will be passed on to sangha leaders. Inquire at
your local Zen Center or check online at:
Facebook: Wwsf2014
Twitter: WWSF2014
Homepage: www.wwsf2014.org
The Korean Planning Committee

